In this paper, an improved receiver based on diversity combining is proposed to improve the bit error rate (BER) performance of layered asymmetrically clipped optical fast orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-FOFDM) for intensity-modulated and direct-detected (IM/DD) optical transmission systems. Layered ACO-FOFDM can compensate the weakness of traditional ACO-FOFDM in low spectral efficiency, the utilization of discrete cosine transform in FOFDM system instead of fast Fourier transform in OFDM B Yaojun Qiao system can reduce the computational complexity without any influence on BER performance. The BER performances of layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver based on diversity combining and DC-offset FOFDM (DCO-FOFDM) system with optimal DC-bias are compared at the same spectral efficiency. Simulation results show that under different optical bit energy to noise power ratios, layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver has 2.86, 5.26 and 5.72 dB BER performance advantages at forward error correction limit over DCO-FOFDM system when the spectral efficiencies are 1, 2 and 3 bits/s/Hz, respectively. Layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver based on diversity combining is suitable for application in the adaptive IM/DD systems with zero DC-bias.
Introduction
Owing to the explosive growth of bandwidth hungry services, high capacity and low-cost optical transmission systems are developed to meet the increasingly updated demands. As a multicarrier modulation format, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) can provide relatively high transmission capacity due to its superiorities in high spectral efficiency and robustness against chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion [1] [2] [3] [4] . Intensitymodulated and direct-detected (IM/DD) system has lower cost and power consumption compared with coherent system, it can be applied in many scenarios such as metropolitan area networks, access networks, data center interconnects and visible light communications [5] [6] [7] [8] . The signal transmitted in IM/DD OFDM system must be real and positive. To obtain real signal, Hermitian symmetry is needed to constrain the input constellations of inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). To obtain positive signal, DC-offset OFDM (DCO-OFDM) and asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) systems are most commonly used two schemes to generate positive signal [9, 10] .
The performance of DCO-OFDM depends on the DC-bias level. If the DC-bias is not large enough, the remaining negative values are clipped at zero level, which can introduce clipping distortions. If the DC-bias is quite large, this large DC-bias inefficiently occupies lots of optical power. The optimal DC-bias depends on the constellation size, which limits the performance of DCO-OFDM in adaptive systems. ACO-OFDM needs zero DC-bias, all the negative values are clipped at zero level in spite of the constellation size, so that ACO-OFDM is more suitable in adaptive systems. However, in ACO-OFDM system, only odd subcarriers are used to carry the signal, which leads to the loss of spectral efficiency.
To improve the spectral efficiency of ACO-OFDM, different types of multilayered schemes based on ACO-OFDM have been proposed. Asymmetrically clipped DC biased optical OFDM (ADO-OFDM) system transmits ACO-OFDM on odd subcarriers and DCO-OFDM on even subcarriers simultaneously, but the even subcarriers still need DC-bias [11] . Hybrid ACO-OFDM system utilizes ACO-OFDM on odd subcarriers and pulse-amplitude-modulation discretemulti-tone (PAM-DMT) on even subcarriers, but the real components of even subcarriers are still useless [12] . The superposition of more than two layers are proposed further to increase the spectral efficiency. Layered ACO-OFDM system applies different kinds of ACO-OFDM to different layers [13] . Augmented spectral efficiency discrete multitone (ASE-DMT) system uses PAM-DMT on imaginary components of all the subcarriers, and employs layered ACO-OFDM on the real components [14] .
It is worth noting that the performance of ACO-OFDM signal can be improved by extracting useful information from clipping noise on even subcarriers. A novel technique called diversity combining has been proposed in [15] ; it utilizes the information from both of the odd and even subcarriers, which can also be used in multilayered schemes based on ACO-OFDM to further reduce the effect of noise and achieve better bit error rate (BER) performance.
In recent years, fast OFDM (FOFDM) based on discrete cosine transform (DCT) has been investigated in the IM/DD optical communication systems to reduce the computational complexity [16] [17] [18] [19] . If the inputs of DCT or inverse DCT (IDCT) are real values, the outputs are also real values. Therefore, the real transformation does not need Hermitian symmetry any more, and the one-dimensional modulation has lower computational complexity. For FOFDM system, the interval between subcarriers decreases to half of that in OFDM system, but signal on the positive frequency of FOFDM system has corresponding image on negative frequency, so the M-PAM FOFDM system has the same spectral efficiency and BER performance as M 2 -QAM OFDM system [18, 19] . Consequently, it is not difficult to find DCT is also very suitable for replacing FFT in multilayered schemes to reduce the computational complexity without any influence on BER performance [20] .
In this paper, we firstly propose an improved receiver based on diversity combining technique in layered asymmetrically clipped optical FOFDM (ACO-FOFDM) for IM/DD optical transmission systems. Layered ACO-FOFDM system improves the spectral efficiency of traditional ACO-FOFDM system, and the utilization of DCT in FOFDM system instead of FFT in OFDM system can reduce the computational complexity without any influence on BER performance. Simulation results show that the layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver not only has better BER performance than the system without improved receiver, but also has better BER performance than DCO-OFDM system with the optimal DC-bias and the same spectral efficiency.
Transmitter structure of layered ACO-FOFDM
For traditional ACO-FOFDM system, only half of the subcarriers are used to carry the signal, which leads to the spectral efficiency of ACO-FOFDM is half of that of DCO-FOFDM with the same modulation format. In order to improve the spectral efficiency of ACO-FOFDM, layered ACO-FOFDM system is proposed, so that signal on different layers can be transmitted simultaneously. Figure 1 reveals the transmitter scheme of layered ACO-FOFDM system. The uppercase L represents the total number of layers and the lowercase l represents the l-th layer; these notations are employed throughout this paper.
The superposition of multiple layers is performed in frequency domain. Signal on the 1-st layer is the same as that on the traditional ACO-FOFDM, the l + 1-th layer occupies half number of subcarriers as the l-th layer does. As depicted in Fig. 1 , for layer 1, the original bits perform serial to parallel conversion and M-PAM mapping at first, then only odd subcarriers are utilized to carry the signal (index 2k + 1, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N /2 1 − 1). The real-valued time domain signal is generated after IDCT, cyclic prefix is added and parallel to serial conversion is performed. Then, all the negative value of this odd-symmetry time domain signal is clipped at zero level. The clipping noise only falls on the even subcarriers (index 2k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N /2 1 − 1), which is incapable to influence the signal on odd subcarriers. For layer 2, the odd subcarriers of remaining unused subcarriers on layer 1 are used (index 2 × (2k + 1), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N /2 2 −1), and the clipping noise falls on the even subcarriers of remaining unused subcarriers on layer 1 (index 2×2k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N /2 2 −1). According to this rule, for layer l, only the 2 l−1 × (2k + 1)(k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N /2 l − 1) subcarriers are utilized to carry the signal, the clipping noise falls on the 2 l−1 × (2k)(k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N /2 l − 1) subcarriers. Finally, unipolar time domain signals on different layers are generated, signals and clipping noise of the l-th layer are orthogonal to those on layers 1 to l − 1.
Afterward, the unipolar time domain signals on different layers are added to transmit simultaneously. After digitalto-analog conversion (DAC) and low-pass filter (LPF), the analog electrical signal is modulated to optical carrier. Figure 2 reveals the receiver scheme of layered ACO-FOFDM system. The traditional layered ACO-FOFDM system only needs conventional receiver before M-PAM demapper. To improve the BER performance of layered ACO-FOFDM system, improved receiver is appended to conventional receiver.
Receiver structure of layered ACO-FOFDM

Conventional receiver
For traditional ACO-FOFDM system, the received signal X odd on the odd subcarrier can be represented as X odd = 1 2 DC T (x n ) and the received signal X even on the even subcarrier can be represented as X even = 1 2 DC T (|x n |), x n means the time domain signal on subcarrier n, DC T (·) means the DCT operation. These results are also suitable for higher layers in layered ACO-FOFDM system. The conventional receiver structure is shown in Fig. 3a . Due to the asymmetric clipping operation of l-th layer brings clipping noise, which can influence the signal on higher layers, the first objective is to extract the signalỸ (1) odd on layer 1 from odd subcarriers, this operation can help us regenerate the clipping noise falling on even subcarriers. It is worth noting that the hard-decision [21] is applied to get the clipping noise, which meansỸ (l) odd is the firm decision on the constellation values instead of the noisy constellation values with soft-decision. The hard-decision has better BER performance than soft-decision because more accurate constellation values are used to estimate the clipping noise. Then, the obtained signal on layer 1 can perform N -point IDCT, get the absolute value and perform N -point DCT, so that the clipping noise on even subcarriers of layer 1 is obtained. After subtracting the clipping noise generated by layer 1, the signalỸ (2) odd on layer 2 can be extracted. Afterward, the demodulation process continues in a similar way for all the subsequent layers until the information at all layers is recovered.
Improved receiver based on diversity combining
The improved receiver is added after the conventional receiver. In the improved receiver, diversity combining technique is applied in each layer to improve the BER performance. From conventional receiver the signals on the odd subcarriers of all the layers are obtained, so that the diversity combining technique in improved receiver can be performed on the highest layer L at first. Figure 3b presents the improved receiver structure of layered ACO-FOFDM. If we take noise into consideration, the signals on odd and even subcarriers of layer L can be represented as 
where N (L) odd and N (L) even are the frequency domain noises on odd and even subcarriers of layer L, respectively. It should be noted that Y (L) odd and Y (L) even are just the received signals on odd and even subcarriers, hard-decision is only needed to get the clipping noise.
The diversity combining technique can be applied to make use of the signal on both odd and even subcarriers. If we separate the signal on odd and even subcarriers, load Y (L) odd and Y (L) even to only the odd and even subcarriers of two separate IDCTs, we can get the results that
where n (L) n,odd and n (L) n,even represent the time domain noises through the corresponding IDCT.
If we extract the polarity information from odd subcarriers to indicate the sign flipping of even subcarriers, we can obtain another useful signal from even subcarriers, 
The combining coefficient α is related to signal to noise ratio (SNR) of y (L) n,odd and y (L)
n,even, f , α = SNR even SNR odd + SNR even (7) where SNR even is the SNR of y (L)
n,even, f and SNR odd is the SNR of y (L) n,odd . The value of α is always a little bit less than 0.5, the reason is that in the sign flipping process, y (L) n,odd is influenced by noise, there is a small chance that noise has opposite sign and larger amplitude compared with the corresponding signal, which can lead to sign flipping error in y Afterward, we should perform diversity combining on layer L − 1, but signal of layer L falls on the even subcarriers of layer L − 1. The influence from layer L on the even subcarriers of layer L − 1 can be eliminated as shown in Fig. 3b . The hard-decision constellation valueX (L) odd inputs IDCT, after zero clipping and DCT, we can get all the signal on layer L. By subtracting it from even subcarriers of layer L − 1, diversity combining technique can be conducted on layer L − 1. Afterward, the diversity combining process continues in a similar way for all the subsequent layers until the information at all layers is recovered.
Simulation results and discussion
The BER performance advantage of improved receiver is analyzed through simulation in additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The DCT size is 256 in all the following simulations. Figure 4 reveals BER performance comparison between improved receiver with diversity combining and conventional receiver without diversity combining in layered ACO-FOFDM. The layer numbers are 2, 3 and 4 with 4PAM modulation on each layer. We can find with diversity combining the BER improvements are 1.76, 1.35 and 1.02 dB at forward error correction (FEC) limit (i.e., 1×10 −3 ) in terms of E b(elec) /N 0 , E b(elec) /N 0 denotes the ratio between electrical energy per bit and single-sided noise power spectral density. The BER performance advantages increase with the decreasing of FEC limit. Therefore, the improved receiver based on diversity combining can improve the BER performance of layered ACO-FOFDM system.
Afterward, we make BER performance comparison among layered ACO-FOFDM system with or without improved [19] receiver and DCO-FOFDM system at the same spectral efficiency. If the constellation sizes on different layers are the same, the spectral efficiency gap between layered ACO-FOFDM and DCO-FOFDM can never be eliminated because infinite number of layers are required. If arbitrary constellation size can be chosen on each layer, the spectral efficiency gap can be eliminated with only small number of layers. Taking practical implementation into consideration, large number of layers introduce more computational complexity, so we utilize two-layer ACO-FOFDM system with proper selection of constellation sizes on different layers. The average signal power applied to each layer is proportion to the number of bits transmitted in each layer. The constellation size combination mode with the best BER performance for two-layer ACO-FOFDM system is chosen according to Monte Carlo simulations, finding the optimal layer number and constellation size combination mode to get the best BER performance can be fulfilled in the future work. Figure 5 reveals the BER performance comparison among DCO-FOFDM system and two-layer ACO-FOFDM system with or without diversity combining at different values of E b(elec) /N 0 . The spectral efficiencies are 1 bit/s/Hz (i.e., BPSK + 4PAM), 2 bits/s/Hz (i.e., 8PAM + 4PAM) and 3 bits/s/Hz (i.e., 16PAM + 16PAM). For DCO-FOFDM system, the optimal DC-biases are set to get the best BER performance according to [19] . From Fig. 5 , we can find at FEC limit the BER performance of two-layer ACO-FOFDM system without diversity combining is only a little bit better than DCO-FOFDM system when the spectral efficiency is 2 or 3 bits/s/Hz, and its BER performance is worse than DCO-FOFDM system when the spectral efficiency is 1 bit/s/Hz. However, at FEC limit, when the spectral efficiencies are 1, 2 and 3 bits/s/Hz, the two-layer ACO-FOFDM system with diversity combining can achieve 1.37, 2.89 and 3.01 dB BER gains compared with DCO-FOFDM system, and the improved receiver with diversity combining obtains 2.08, 2.54 and 2.01 dB BER gains compared with the system without diversity combining.
The BER performance against E b(elec) /N 0 depends on the ratio between electrical energy per bit and single-sided noise power spectral density, but the main system constraint is usually the average transmitted optical power [9] . So we also investigate the BER performance comparison among DCO-FOFDM system and two-layer ACO-FOFDM system with or without diversity combining at different values of
For DCO-FOFDM system, with unity optical power the relationship between E b(elec) /N 0 and E b(opt) /N 0 can be derived as [9, 18] 
where k is related to the DC-bias B DC that represented as B DC = 10log 10 (k 2 + 1) dB. For two-layer ACO-FOFDM system, the average electrical signal power and optical signal power can be expressed as [14, 18] ,
where σ (l) 2 (l = 1, 2) is the variance of bipolar signal on layer l. Therefore, the ratio between σ (1) 2 and σ (2) 2 is the same as the ratio between average signal power of layer 1 and layer 2. Due to the average signal power applied to each layer is proportion to the number of bits transmitted in each layer, and half number of subcarriers in layer 2 carry useful signal compared with layer 1, the ratios between σ (1) 2 and σ (2) 2 for the spectral efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hz (i.e., BPSK + 4PAM), 2 bits/s/Hz (i.e., 8PAM + 4PAM) and 3 bits/s/Hz (i.e., 16PAM + 16PAM) are 1, 3 and 2, which can be represented by the alphabet p. So for the case of P opt = 1 [9, 11] , the relationship between E b(elec) /N 0 and E b(opt) /N 0 can be derived as 
The BER performance comparison among DCO-FOFDM system and two-layer ACO-FOFDM system with or without diversity combining at different values of E b(opt) /N 0 is depicted in Fig. 6 . The spectral efficiencies are 1, 2 and 3 bits/s/Hz. The two-layer ACO-FOFDM system without diversity combining is already able to achieve better BER performance than DCO-FOFDM system, with diversity combining more BER gains can be obtained. At FEC limit, the two-layer ACO-FOFDM system with diversity combining can achieve 2.86, 5.26 and 5.72 dB BER gains compared with DCO-FOFDM system when the spectral efficiencies are 1, 2 and 3 bits/s/Hz, and the system with diversity combining has the same BER gains as that in Fig. 5 compared with the system without diversity combining. Therefore, layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver has low-cost property through the use of DCT, and is suitable for application in adaptive IM/DD systems with zero DC-bias.
Conclusion
In this paper, an improved receiver based on diversity combining in layered ACO-FOFDM system is proposed for IM/DD optical transmission systems. Layered ACO-FOFDM can compensate the weakness of traditional ACO-FOFDM in low spectral efficiency, the utilization of DCT instead of FFT can reduce the computational complexity without any influence on BER performance. At the trans-mitter, the superposition of multiple layers is performed in frequency domain to improve the spectral efficiency, the average signal power applied to each layer is proportion to the number of bits transmitted in each layer. At the receiver, conventional receiver obtains transmitted signal from lower layer to higher layer firstly, and improved receiver performs diversity combining technique from higher layer to lower layer to improve the BER performance. The BER performances of layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver based on diversity combining and DC-offset FOFDM system with the optimal DC-bias are compared at the same spectral efficiency. Simulation results show that under different optical bit energy to noise power ratios, layered ACO-OFDM system with improved receiver has 2.86, 5.26 and 5.72 dB BER performance advantages at FEC limit over the DCO-FOFDM system when the spectral efficiencies are 1, 2 and 3 bits/s/Hz, respectively. Layered ACO-FOFDM system with improved receiver based on diversity combining is suitable for application in the adaptive IM/DD systems with zero DC-bias. 
